
 FULLER SMITH & TURNER (LONDON)

LONDON PRIDE 4.2% ABV £2.40

 Malt and hops on the nose are overlain with orange fruit and bitter notes on the palate, 
lingering to produce a well-rounded finish.

   GRAND UNION (HAYES, MIDDLESEX)

UNION SPECIAL 4.5% ABV £2.40

A traditional ale, hoppy and well balanced.

 HAMPSHIRE (ROMSEY HAMPSHIRE)

PRIDE OF ROMSEY 5.0% ABV £2.50

Abundant aroma of the fruit of the hop, citrus and fragrant with orange, grapefruit
and lemon hints.  Powerful hop aroma through to the aftertaste.

HOGS BACK (TONGHAM, SURREY)

T.E.A. 4.2% ABV £2.40

A pale brown best bitter with both malt and hops prominent in the nose.  These carry
through into a well-rounded bitter flavour, balanced by fruit and some sweetness.
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HOP BACK (SALISBURY, WILTSHIRE)

SUMMER LIGHTNING 5.0% ABV £2.50

A pleasurable pale bitter with a good, fresh hoppy aroma and a malty, hoppy flavour.
Finely balanced, it has an intense bitterness leading to a long, dry finish.

ITCHEN VALLEY (ALRESFORD, HAMPSHIRE)

GODFATHERS 3.8% ABV £2.40

      Brewed from a secret recipe using a unique combination of four hops.  A crisp distinctive
quaffing ale with a bitter-sweet edge.  Full in flavour, golden in colour.

LODDON (DUNSDEN, OXFORDSHIRE)

HULLABALOO 4.2% ABV £2.40

   A copper-coloured best bitter with rich, nutty malt balanced by the herbal flavour of
English fuggles hops.

LODDON (DUNSDEN, OXFORDSHIRE)

KITE MILD 3.2% ABV £2.20

A traditional medium dark mild with an aroma of roast malt.

OAKLEAF (GOSPORT, HAMPSHIRE)

BLAKES GOSPORT 5.2% ABV £2.50

Packed with berry fruits and rostiness, this old ale is almost Belgian in style and
surprisingly also very bitter.

PALMERS (BRIDPORT, DORSET)

PALMERS 200 5.0% ABV £2.50

Full-bodied, caramel sweetness and fruity aroma are balanced with a dry finish, not
excessively bitter.  A deep-copper ale, originally brewed to mark the brewery's 200th 

anniversary.



RINGWOOD (RINGWOOD, HAMPSHIRE)

OLD THUMPER 5.6% ABV £2.60

A powerful mid-brown beer.  A fruity aroma preludes a sweet, malty taste with some fruit.
Surprisingly bitter aftertaste, with malt and hops.

STONEHENGE (NETHERAVON, WILTSHIRE)

PIGSWILL 4.0% ABV £2.40

A full-bodied beer, rich in hope aroma, with a warm amber colour.

THEAKSTONS (MASHAM, NORTH YORKS)

OLD PECULIER 5.7% ABV £2.60

Its initial sweetness is roasted with vinous notes, strong fruitiness often with banana
notes standing out.

WEST BERKSHIRE (YATTENDON, BERKS)

FULL CIRCLE 4.5% ABV £2.40

Full bodied malty taste offset by just enough bitterness

YOUNGS (WANDSWORTH, LONDON)

SPECIAL 4.6% ABV £2.40

This smooth, tawny best bitter has sweet malt and citrus notes throughout, concluding
with the typical Youngs dry, bitter aftertaste.


